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Mumtalakat’s real estate arm 
gets new Board of Directors 
Manama

Bahrain Mumtalakat 
Holding Company 

(Mumtalakat), the sovereign 
wealth fund of the Kingdom 
of Bahrain announced the 
appointment of a new board of 
directors at its real estate arm, 
Bahrain Real Estate Investment 
(Edamah).

The new board of directors at 
Edamah are chaired by Khalid 
Alromaihi and include: Shaikh 
Salman bin Ahmed Al Khalifa, 
Dr. Maher Abdulaziz Alshaer, 
Yaser Abduljaleel Alsharifi, 
Ahmed Dhaffer Alomran, 
Amin Ahmed Al Arrayed, Hala 
Ali Yateem, Husain Rajab and 
Rasha Mohammed Sabkar. 

Welcoming the appointment 
of the new board members, 
Shaikh Khalid bin Abdulla Al 
Khalifa, Deputy Prime Minister 

and Chairman of Mumtalakat 
said, “We are delighted to 
welcome the new board 

members at Edamah and would 
like to thank the former board 
members for their stewardship 

of Edamah. We are confident 
that the competencies and 
expertise within the new board 

will be crucial in strengthening 
the company by supporting 
its development plans and the 

executive management team in 
executing Edamah’s strategy.”

“As the real estate arm of 
Mumtalakat, Edamah’s role in 
Bahrain’s economy is vital and 
we look forward to working 
with the new board to continue 
developing the company 
further,” added the Deputy 
Prime Minister.

Edamah is mandated to 
develop, promote and manage 
a diverse portfolio of real 
estate assets in Bahrain.  With 
the appointment of its new 
board members, Edamah will 
continue to develop world 
class real estate developments. 
Edamah is currently investing 
in new real estate projects 
and upgrading existing 
properties that will benefit 
the commercial, tourism and 
hospitality sectors in Bahrain.

“Edamah’s role in 
Bahrain’s econ-
omy is vital and 
we look forward 
to working with 

the new board to 
continue develop-
ing the company 
further” - Deputy 

Prime Minister.

BAC receives Occupational 
Health and Safety Award
Muharraq

Bahrain Airport Company 
(BAC), the operator and 

managing body of Bahrain 
International Airport 
(BIA), was recognised with 
the Occupational Health 
and Safety Award by the 
Ministry of Labour and 
Social Development during a 
ceremony for distinguished 
private sector workers and 
establishments. 

Held under the patronage of 
His Majesty King Hamad bin 
Isa Al Khalifa, the ceremony 
took place at the Gulf 
Convention Center and was 
attended by many prominent 
organisations and businesses in 
the Kingdom.

BAC Chief Executive Officer, 

Mohamed Yousif Al Binfalah 
said: “Being certified for 
quality through ISO 9001:2015, 
environment through ISO 
14001:2015 and occupational 
health and safety through ISO 

18001:2007, we are extremely 
proud of our track record 
and are happy that it is being 
recognised at a national level.  
In the aviation industry, there 
is no higher priority than the 

well-being of passengers and 
staff, and this award further 
highlights our commitment to 
those values while we continue 
our collaboration with our 
partners at BIA.” 

Carrefour opens flagship hypermarket at Bahrain Mall
Manama

Majid Al Futtaim, the 
leading shopping mall, 

communities, retail and 
leisure pioneer across the 
Middle East, Africa and Asia, 
has announced the opening 
of its new flagship Carrefour 
hypermarket at the Bahrain 
Mall. 

The opening follows 
Majid Al Futtaim’s recent 
acquisition of Retail Arabia 
and is part of the rebranding 
process. With the opening of 
the new flagship hypermarket 

the total number of 
Carrefour stores in Bahrain 
will increase to eleven. 

Jerome Akel, Country 
Head for Carrefour Bahrain, 
commented on this occasion: 
“We are proud to announce 
the opening of our new 
flagship at Bahrain Mall as 
it marks a major milestone 
for Carrefour in Bahrain. We 
have finalised the rebranding 
process of all six former Geant 
stores to Carrefour and the 
new hypermarket becomes 
our second flagship in the 

Kingdom. We look forward 
to welcoming our loyal 
customers and offering them 
an exceptional shopping 
experience reflecting our 
brand’s commitment to 
create great moments for 
everyone everyday”

This opening is in line 
with Carrefour’s regional 
expansion strategy, and the 
new hypermarket will cater 
to daily customer needs 
by offering convenience, 
unbeatable choice and value 
for money. 

The store will feature 
Carrefour’s bespoke in-store 
food concepts such as the 
Healthy Kitchen, live cooking 
stations for fresh barbeque 
meals and an Arabic bread & 
sweets corner. 

In addition, the 
hypermarket will offer more 
than 90,000 food and non-
food products and a wide 
range of household goods. 
Bahrain Mall is conveniently 
located, giving customers 
easy access to their daily 
shopping needs.

iGA wins Award for Tasareeh
Manama

The Information & 
eGovernment Authority 

(iGA) won the ‘Excellence in 
GIS Implementation 2017’ 
Award for its Tasareeh platform 
during the GISWORX17 
Conference - one of the 
most significant conferences 
specialized in the Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) 
field in the GCC region. 

The conference was held in 
Dubai between December 12 
and 13 with the attendance and 
participation of government 
leaders, experts and academics 
from various countries. 

On the occasion, Authority’s 
Systems Development & 
Maintenance Director Shaikha 
Manar bint Abdullah AlKhalifa 
stated that winning this award 
is a reflection of the successful 
efforts exerted in developing 
projects under Tasareeh, which 
will contribute in securing the 

infrastructure that supports 
sustainable economic growth. 

The support of the Deputy 
Prime Minister, Chairman of 
the Ministerial Committee 
for Services & Infrastructure 
Shaikh Khalid bin Abdulla 
AlKhalifa has played a 
prominent role in the success 
and development of the  
project.

The project also enabled 
users to receive automatic 
notifications via email 
regarding the progress of the 
transaction. 

In addition to the availability 
of all the services and 
submission of applications 
24/7, along with accelerating 
the pace of delivering in a 
record period that reaches 
10 days compared to several 
months in the past -this has 
resulted in saving more than 
90per cent of time required for 
completion. 

Minister of Labour  & Social Development Jameel Humaidan presenting the award

Deputy Prime Minister Shaikh Khalid bin Abdulla Al Khalifa 

Inauguration of the new hypermarket

Khalid Alromaihi 
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CBB announces 
partnership 
endorsing BFB
Manama

The Central Bank of 
Bahrain (the “CBB”) has 

announced a partnership 
yesterday officially endorsing 
the launch of Bahrain FinTech 
Bay (the “BFB”) and its Fintech 
initiatives in the Kingdom of 
Bahrain. 

The announcement is 
the most recent in a series 
of steps affirming the CBB’s 
commitment to developing 
Bahrain into a leader of Fintech 
innovation and investment in 
the GCC region.

The CBB and its recently 
announced FinTech & 
Innovation Unit will work 
closely with the BFB to support 
the development of the Bahrain 
Fintech ecosystem and ensure 
the participation of financial 
institutions seeking to innovate 
and invest in Fintech. In 
addition, the CBB will work 
closely to support innovators 
at the BFB in providing access 
and guidance to its regulatory 
framework, including the 

Regulatory Sandbox.
On this occasion, Rasheed 

Mohammed Al Maraj, 
Governor of the CBB, said: 
“BFB’s launch complements 
our initiative to introduce a 
comprehensive regulatory 
framework for Fintech and 
to encourage its adoption by 
market participants as they 
look to prepare for the future.” 

Maissan Al Maskati, 
Chairman of FinTech 
Consortium Bahrain said: “We 
believe that close coordination 
on all matters pertaining 
to the development of new 
innovation will be important in 
promoting Bahrain’s advanced, 
robust and fintech friendly 
regulations to innovators  
globally.”© GRAPHIC NEWSSources: Associated Press, Army Technology

Turkey to finalise S-400 deal with Russia
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Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has said that his government
is close to finalising a deal to obtain Russia’s S-400 missile defence

system – a source of worry for Turkey’s NATO allies
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ASRY board meeting confirms optimism for 2018
Manama

ASRY, the leading ship 
and rig repair facility 

in the Arabian Gulf, has 
held its 150th meeting of 
the Board of Directors at the 
company’s headquarters 
in Bahrain, under the 
chairmanship of Shaikh 
Daij bin Salman Al-Khalifa, 

Chairman of ASRY.
The Board reviewed the 

positive progress made over 

the second half of 2017, as well 
as the general improvement 
in the company’s position 

throughout the year.
Following in the meeting 

Shaikh Daij commented: 
“Looking ahead to 2018, it 
was agreed there is further 
optimism for the company’s 
future, with several significant 
new projects set to materialise 
next year. 

“Anticipating some 

stabilisation in the global oil 
price, the company will focus 
on its core strengths of ship 
and rig repair.” 

He also said that “the 
coming year will also see 
the ongoing roll-out of its 
roadmap for developing and 
securing the business for the 
foreseeable future.”

Stable oil prices, focus on core 
strengths, and new projects will 

underpin improved performance 

Manama

Three banking units of Al 
Baraka Banking Group 

B.S.C. (ABG), the leading 
Islamic banking group based 
in Bahrain, won the Islamic 
Business and Finance Awards 
2017. 

Adnan Ahmed Yousif, 
President and Chief Executive 
of Al Baraka Banking Group 
also won CSR in Islamic 
Banking Award 2017 for his 
outstanding contribution in 
this field. 

The three units of ABG won 
the following awards: Best 
CSR in Islamic Banking in 
Syria – Al Baraka Bank Syria 

- Best Islamic Bank in Syria,  
– Al Baraka Bank Syria - Best 
Islamic Bank in Lebanon – Al 
Baraka Bank Lebanon - Best 
Islamic Bank in Turkey – Al 
Baraka Turk Participation 

Bank.   
The awards were received 

by Mohammed Halabi, Chief 
Executive Officer of Al Baraka 
Bank Syria at the awards 
ceremony which was held on 

December 12, 2017 in Dubai. 
In its 12th year, the Islamic 

Business and Finance Awards 
focus on honouring excellence 
in Sharia’a compliant financial 
and banking services. A 

panel of arbitrators and 
experts selects a selection of 
institutions, followed by a six-
week voting period. 

Winners are selected based 
on the number of votes each 
institution receives. For prizes 
such as Best Islamic Bank, it 
is based on key performance 
indicators and audited 
financial results, while the 
award of the best banking 
personality of the year depends 
on vote of the majority of the 
members of the jury.

Adnan Ahmed Yousif said, 
“Winning these prestigious 
awards motivates us to continue 
work on the implementation 

of our strategies with a view 
to serving the development 
needs of the countries in which 
we operate through our CSR 
program, which we implement 
and whose goals are linked to 
UN sustainable development 
goals.”

He added, winning these 
awards makes us feel proud 
of our belonging to Al Baraka 
Banking Group. It is also an 
international recognition of 
the outstanding achievements 
of the Group and its units, their 
prestigious positions, as well 
as their effective contribution 
to development of Islamic 
banking industry.

AGB wins number of Islamic Business and Finance Awards 

Mohammed Halabi, CEO of Al Baraka Bank Syria receives the award

Central Bank of Bahrain 

ASRY Chairman - Shaikh 
Daij Bin Salman Al Khalifa


